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The prinary goal of this research was to study errors in atadi-

netric esti=nation. Earlier workers hid hypothesized that dif-

ferences in angular velocity of stimuli associated with direction

of movement resulted in difference3 in error between incoming and

outgoing stimuli. Therefore, an experiment was performed which.lu-

vestigated differences in range estimation erro*2 as a function of

three move-nt rates. The results shoved that errors were con-

sistent regardless of rate of movement.
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Range Estimation Error as a Function

of Stimulus Hovenent Rate

Previous scudies (McClusk,, 1971; McClusky, Wright, and

Frederickson, 1 968) evaluated a simple occlusion device as a ranging

aid or range-finder. This device allows the observer to measure the

distance of an object of known size by natching the target's apparent

oize with a standard which subtands the same visual angle as the ob-

ject at a known distance. In these studies, the experimenters were

interested in the ability to estimate a single range. The most ex-

tensive of these studies (HcClusky, et al., 1968) used a simple

device with a chin-rest which fixed the distance from the eye to the

standard device. The target object was a model aircraft which could

be mo'ed on a course directly at or away from the observer. A striking

finding was a statistically significant difference in error between

the incoming and outgoing targets, with the outgoing targets being

associated with a large error of underestimation.

McClusky (1971) hypothesid that the observed inconing-outgoing

differences would decrease with decreasing target speed and as the

range to be estinated increased, except for very short ranges. This

hypothesis was based on an analysis of the rate of change of the

angular subtense of the target. This analysis revealed that the --

curve relating rate of change to distance was essentially flat

(i.e., the rate of change was nearly zero) for the incoming target f

just preceding coincidence with the standard (1500 meters). How-

aevr, the saction of tba curve Vr~cadIuig the outgoing coincde~nce *,Wat
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had a relatively sharp slope, indicating a rapid change in sub-

tended angli., The effect of this difference in angular rate on an

observer judgment is based on two primary assumptions: (1) the tar-

get behavior during the interval preceding coincidence with the

standard provides information to the observers which is relevant to

their judgment; (2) the observers do, in fact, attempt to antici-

pate the coincidence event (i.e., the occurrence of equal angular

subtense for both standard and target) on the basis of the observed

rate of change of target size. An estimate cf the coincidence event

for 1500 neters for the incoming direction based on a constant rate

of angular change would reflect only reaction tine, since the rate

of change is essentially zero. However, an attempt to predict the

coincidence event for the outgoing direction should result in an

underestimation, since the rate of angular change of the target

abruptly enters a period of non-linear Jeceleration Just before the

coincidence event. This (McClusky's) hypothesis prompted an experi-

zant designed to test its validity and the validity of the under-

lying assuzptions.

lYathod

The stimulus presentation equipment for the range estimation

task consisted of an oscilloscope driven by a variable frequency

oscillator. The oscilloscope displayed a =oving bar target which

eiiilated an aircraft in flight to or away from the obowrvr's
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eye. The target exhibited only radial notion and expanded pro-

portionally. The oscilloscope was placed at one end of a seven-

foot long light-tight box. An internally illuminated plexiglass

post was placed part uay do(n the box where it subtended an angle

equal to that subtendýd by the target at a scale distance of 1500

meters. Tire target size and distance values were the same as those

used by FcClusky (1971). The observar was seated at the opposite

end of the box and observed the target and post monocularly. A 1X

terrestrial telescope was provided to eliminate accotodation cues.

Viewing was with the do=inant , ,e in all cases. To minimize ob-

server fatigue, an adjustable chin-:eat was provided. The beginning

of a trial was signaled to the observer by an indicator light.

After approximately three seconds, the target appeared in motion at

a scale distance of either 500 or 2500 meters depending on whether

an outgoing or incoming trie , as being presented. The stimulus

was presented in =ovement toward or away from the observer at

scale spends of 200, 300, and 400 knots.

The observer was instructed to signal his judgment of the coin-

cidence event by pressing a switch, after which the target dis-

appeared. A digital voltmeter displayed the target'r scale rarge

to the experimenter to the nearest 10 meters.

Procedure

Tevanty-four sale experimental subjects were obtained from the

training battalions at lort Bliss. Tex". All obserezrs possessed
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at least 20-20 far acuity as determined by a B&L Orthorater. Each

observer received 10 practice and 50 cqriterion trials for each speed

value. Twenty-five of the trials for each speed trial for each

speed were incoming while 25 were outgoing. Because adjustment of

the equipment to different speeds proved time consuming, it was-not

possible tq provide randomization of speeds from tri-al to trial.

Therefore, the observers were presented with one speed per day as

a block of 50 trials. Thus, three days were required for each ob-

server to receive all stimuli. The order in which the observers

received the blocks of trials was randomized. Due to administra-

tive difficulties, complete data were obtained on only six observers.

Results

Table 1 gives the zeans and standard deviations in meters for

the three speeds and two directions of movement. The nagnitude of

Insert Table 1 About Here

the errors is sinilar to those reported by HcClusky (1971) with

observation under incoming conditions being considerably more accu-

rate than under outgoing conditions. The data were then subjected

to an Analysis of Variance su-arized in Table 2. This analysis

revealed that the main affect of dirsction of noven•nt vas sta-

tistically significant. However, varying ageat sad failed to

preduca any significant differenct".

........................................
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-t Table 2 -About Here

Discussion

This experiment failed to corfir- the hypothesis of reduced error

with reduced speed. The results of the present study :annot be gene-

ralized to situations with stimuli moving at different speeds or

exhibiting other than radial notion. It is possible, therefore. rl-at

by further lowering the range of speeds, the Increased decision tim

might result in =noa ccurate Judgents.

0oj
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